Integration of genetic maps by polynomial transformations.
Currently available genetic maps differ in a variety of basic features; in particular, with respect to the total length of the genome. Consequently, the question arises as to the extent to which genetic maps are compatible to each other, as well as to the methods with which genetic maps can be transformed into one another. We propose a set of nonlinear, polynomial transformations that enable the integration of genetic maps at a sufficiently high overall precision. Our analysis of six major, publicly available maps, and iteratively optimized polynomials of up to degree 5, yielded differences of </= +/-0.8 cM between empirical and reconstructed marker locations for >90% of points. Similarly, we determined, at a slightly worse overall fit, those polynomials that enabled the reconstruction of sex-specific recombination estimates from sex-averaged data. Our results suggest that polynominal transformations may become a valuable extension of standard map construction methods due to a rapid integration of newly developed markers into existing maps. Am. J. Med. Genet. (Neuropsychiatr. Genet.) 96:108-113, 2000.